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Abstract—Open Educational Resources (OER) are important for the expansion of ubiquitous learning. Open licensing of learning components is a precondition for supporting anytime, anywhere learning, whether the lessons are arranged as text, multimedia, videos, applications, games or in other electronic formats. The obstacles presented by proprietary materials impede ubiquitous sharing of knowledge with the use of technological protection measures such as DRM (digital rights management), prohibitive licensing, and restrictions on format shifting, localization, content sharing and other activities considered essential in ubiquitous learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Open Educational Resources (OER) are important learning materials with the potential to facilitate the expansion of ubiquitous learning worldwide. The flexibility, both technological and legal afforded by openly licensed content is an important pre-condition for supporting ubiquitous learning. Open standards support the deployment of learning objects as OER on a wide variety of different devices, whether mobile or stationary. The open license frees instructors and learners from concerns about how, when, where and how long the content, video, audio or application can be used.

The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, the primary donor in the OER movement, supports the use of OER “to equalize access to knowledge for teachers and students around the globe” [1]. They have defined OER as: “teaching, learning and research resources that reside in the public domain or have been released under an intellectual property license that permits their free use or re-purposing by others” [2]. OER refers to full courses, course materials, modules, textbooks, streaming videos, tests, software, and any other tools, materials or techniques used to support access to knowledge. A more recent definition put forward in a UNESCO OER online forum is “Open educational resources are materials used to support education that may be freely accessed, reused, modified and shared by anyone” [3]. The free and open sharing of educational resources can be seen as essential for promoting the building of ubiquitous learning networks as well as the reduction of the knowledge divide that separates and partitions societies.

Educators worldwide continue to face significant challenges related to providing increased access to high quality learning, while containing or reducing costs. New developments in information technology highlight the shortcomings and challenges for the traditional education community, as well as those of more flexible providers such as open universities. Such developments have the potential to increase access and flexibility in education by rendering it ubiquitous. Basic education for all continues to be a goal that challenges – and will continue to challenge – many countries. OER can be used to overcome many of the obstacles faced by both learners and educators.

II. UBIQUITOUS LEARNING (UL)

The relevance of OER is augmented by the exponential growth in online accessibility supported by the wide range of new mobile devices that are now available, promising the possibility of learning anywhere at anytime by anyone. As an example, as early as 1999, the Philippines, was leading the world in digital messaging per capita using SMS (Short Message Service). At that time very few if any people in North America were digital messaging. Even today, they self describe their country as the “SMS capital of the world” [4] (And. For example, Canada trails many developing countries in mobile access.) [5]

Today, out of a world population of more than seven billion, there are more than two billion internet connections. About 25% of the world’s population can now access the internet and this percentage is rising rapidly [6]. Moreover, one-third of Internet users only access the network through mobile devices. There are now more than 4.5 billion mobile subscriptions, out of which, about 1.5 billion access the internet [7]. More than 90% of the world’s population has access to the internet [8]. Ubiquitous access is becoming a universal reality.

These mobile devices come in all shapes and sizes. Is it a computer in your phone or is it a phone in your computer? Tablets, ebooks and net books are other forms of ubiquity-enabling devices whose popularity is exploding. You can carry them anywhere; they are always available; always connected and packed with auxiliary features. Even mobile game players like the Sony Ericsson Playstation phone or the Nintendo DS are now available. The one laptop per child initiative (and now one tablet per child) of Negroponte’s group
based at MIT has opened up the market for cheap (less than $200) mobile computers/tablets that are now available (and getting cheaper) with models being produced in India, Taiwan and other places [9]. In addition there are “computational objects” that don’t even look like computers [10]. This digital convergence of mobile technologies with computers has created an environment where computing is pervasive. Your mobile device can be used not just for internet access but also for email, SMS, as a camera, an ebook, a radio, a game player, a clock and even a telephone!

Moreover, this is happening at an increasingly rapid pace. Moore’s Law tells us that the cost of computing is halved every 18 months. Gilder’s Law tells us that the cost of bandwidth is being reduced even faster. Storage capacity is growing so fast that one can consider the cost to be approaching zero. With cloud computing, network storage has become a real option for many institutions and individuals. The Cloud supports immediate deployment, scalability, reliability, security, privacy and consistency coupled with user control [11].

This growing trend toward ubiquitous computing using the power of networks has opened the door for learners and instructors to access the world’s knowledge from almost anywhere, at anytime. The internet houses the world’s treasure of knowledge. In this context the role of OER in providing learners and teachers with learning content, applications, games etc. is becoming increasingly more relevant. The internet is the world’s intellectual commons and OER renders this knowledge accessible to all. The world’s knowledge is a public good that can be made available to everyone.

III. OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

UNESCO supports the use of OER stating: the goal of developing together a universal educational resource available for the whole of humanity provides hope that this open resource for the future mobilizes the whole of the worldwide community of educators [12].

OER are important because unlike closed proprietary content, OER can be re-used in many similar courses and even re-purposed for use in different courses. This is an important distinction because some have argued that re-purposing of learning objects (OER are a from of learning object) has been a failure [13]. For example, a psychology module can be re-used in a wide variety of Psychology-related lessons or re-purposed for use in an Arts or Mathematics courses. Localisation is also important and OER can be altered to suit the learner or teacher in their national or regional context.

OER as learning objects have been compared to LEGO blocks that allow users to construct courses from independent blocks or modules. Others feel that the use of OER is more complex with some modules not fitting with others. They compare it to building a house where the doors and windows are standard, the plumbing units are standard but they are not the same as blocks. Others claim that it is much more complex likening the assembly to molecular and even biological systems [14].

The concept of granularity is also important. An OER can be a course, unit, lesson, image, Web page, exercise, multimedia clip, etc. but it should have a specified pedagogical purpose/context [15]. Content instances can be assembled into a lesson. Lessons can be assembled into modules. Modules can be assembled into courses, and courses can even be assembled together and become a full programme. All of these at their various levels of granularity can be OER.

These aspects of OER become crucial for ubiquitous learning contexts. Intellectual property owners wish to protect their “property” by imposing draconian restrictions to control how and under what conditions their content is used. Proprietary content with use limitations that include digital locks, legal prohibitions, restricted use, for example, technological measures like “time bombs” that delete the material after a limited time. Or, simply disallowing highlighting and copying can render many learning contexts unworkable. Likewise there are legal restrictions like prohibiting format shifting or sharing with others or imposing other barriers such as forbidding users to alter the content. The proprietary online content, whether it be structured as an etext or a simple web site is sometimes simply a lower quality version of the original printed text. The charts and tables can be substandard “light and washed out”, thus rendered unreadable [16]. These can so cripple an educational environment as to make it impossible for ubiquitous learning environments to exist.

Presently there is a large and growing body of OER, supported by open source applications. These resources arguably represent one pre-condition for the implementation of systems for ubiquitous learning, which can effectively bring down the barriers to knowledge around the world. Ubiquitous learning will remain only a concept unless we can ensure the long-term viability of OER, through the active support of educators and educational institutions and through governmental policies encouraging their creation, adaptation and dissemination.

IV. PERMISSIONS IN SUPPORT OF UBICITY

Besides enabling remixing and mashing of content in support of relevant pedagogy for ubiquitous learning, OER can also reduce the costs associated with lesson and course development and increase access to quality learning opportunities. Nevertheless, ubiquity is primarily supported by the open licensing afforded by OER. Authorization to adapt, assemble, distribute, mash, re-mix, and republish become realistically possible with standard licensing as provided by Creative Commons or by releasing the materials into the Public Domain. Obtaining separate
authorizations to view freely is not enough to support true ubiquity. Instructors and institutions need to be able to make use of the content freely without having to request permission. Even the most simple requests for permissions can take weeks to confirm. When accessing content, true ubiquity demands that the instructor and students can make effective use of the materials on dedicated devices in the home, on smart phones while commuting, on tablets during meetings, on a PC in the office and on any other devices that become available.

As an example, researchers investigating the use of PERKAM, an ubiquitous computing environment used for learning relied on course materials that were made available on a variety of devices in different ubiquitous environments using knowledge awareness maps. PERKAM recommends educational materials based on the learners’ tasks and their current locations [17]. Fair use or fair dealing exceptions to copyright laws allow researchers to make use of proprietary content for such research purposes.

However, if or when the researchers wish to productionize their research, using this content, licensing permissions will have to be obtained. In a wide variety of environments and with different uses by many learners and their instructors such permissions can be costly, elusive or even unobtainable. The act of seeking permission, even if no monetary costs are involved can become overly burdensome and difficult enough to dissuade instructors and institutions from using proprietary learning materials.

V. TECHNICAL CONTROLS

Vendors can technically control how, when, where, and with what specific brands of technological assistance licensees are able to access content and applications. For example some ebook publishers abridge the content and ensure that it is so difficult if not impossible to read that it is “worthless” [16]. Moreover, they also deliberately cripple their devices to ensure that only their “approved” uses are possible. This is often problematic for disabled users. The visually impaired, for example are denied use of a text to speech function and in many cases cannot even increase the text size. Moreover, many proprietary systems still disable highlighting, annotating, hyperlinking, and even dictionary access – these features are important for educational uses and essential for ubiquitous learning.

Different formats are nearly always problematic when mixing and mashing materials. OER can be changed and altered for use in different formats without permission. Chunking of information is fundamental to learning. Small pieces of text or even chapters is often all that people need. This chunking is not normally possible with vendor-controlled proprietary content [18]. Even simple printouts are not possible in many cases through removing the printing capability (or by prohibitory licensing or both) [19]. Hyperlinking is a normal learning activity that is often disabled. The devices are often purposely crippled, so that content and applications cannot be ported to other devices. Permissions of all kinds also need to be re-sought for tampering with the material for re-use, re-purposing or mixing, even if fair use allows for it. This can become an impractical burden putting a real damper on ubiquity. Ubiquitous learning relies on the existence of large collections of open and accessible resources.

Ubiquitous learning also requires that the application provide reliable and consistent service. But, with the use of “authentication servers” by many companies, their products cannot be used when the company servers are down [20].

Even if a format becomes obsolete, users have no recourse when they cannot technically move their content to other devices and applications. Of particular concern for the disabled, proprietors also disenable the ability of audio readers to access the content. Audio readers are becoming popular especially for people with visual disabilities and even with commuters on long trips [19]. Because of digital locks, even the process of legally downloading proprietary content can prove to be onerous [21].

Ubiquitous learning becomes problematic when mixing and mashing is not permitted. Proprietors wish to control and restrict the formats, devices, geographical regions and other circumstances that users may want to use the material in. The proprietors wish to lock in and control their customers. For example the Amazon Kindle and Microsoft Reader use DRM (Digital Rights Management) restricted formats (AZW and LIT respectively). On the other hand Adobe’s PDF format allows for free use, but many older PDF document cannot be re-flowed to mobile devices easily. The open EPUB format is used by many publishers for production purposes, but then they convert it to their proprietary formats for public release.

VI. DRM

DRM software enables the tracking of users and protects content. It is used by copyright owners to control, limit and restrict how users can use their materials [22]. It is sometimes referred to as TPM (Technological Protections Measures) [23] and it is also used as a tool to turn different uses of the content or application into a separate business deal, with restrictions and permissions. Because of this, some critics refer to DRM as Digital Restrictions Management [24]. These restrictions extend to both the hardware and the software. DRM can limit the devices that you are able to employ in accessing an application or content. It can restrict you to using the proprietor’s website and purchasing the proprietor’s materials under strict licensing conditions, determining how, when, where you can use the application or content and with what devices. It is considered to be a necessary evil by proprietors to protect their content from pirates and viruses. There is little if any evidence for this. On the other hand existing research on learning content, both
Fortunately this practice is not endemic. Making it so difficult that users simply give up.

Licensing

These proprietary licenses (that users must accept in order to access the content or applications) are also a major impediment to ubiquitous learning. Never mind that some users have inadvertently sold their immortal souls by agreeing to Gamestation’s license in an April Fool prank [32].

Most licenses include stipulations like this: 

*You shall not resell, rent, assign, timeshare, distribute, or transfer all or part of the contents or any rights granted hereunder to any other person.* [33]

Licensing restrictions can add needless complications to downloading the content sometime making it so difficult that users simply give up [22]. Fortunately this practice is not endemic. Format shifting, as has been noted is made technically difficult, and this is reinforced with restrictive licensing that prohibits the practice. Even if one wants to retain the same format, proprietary content is licensed to only one computer (“for use solely on the device”) [34], so learners who switch computers even with the same operating system are often restricted from doing so, or at a minimum they must contact the owners and request special permissions and/or register with a company.

These licenses also include clauses limiting downloads of content to one time on one computer for one user - and it is non-transferable “for your use only”. Because the ubiquitous environment as well as online classes (and classrooms) are considered public places under copyright law, you cannot distribute or broadcast such licensed content among students or even lend a device to them. Licenses prohibit, not only copying and printing, but also modifying, removing, deleting, and augmenting (improving) or “in any way exploiting any of the eBook’s content”. This stipulation along with the “sole device” stipulation effectively negates any attempts at ubiquitous learning using such software, even if institutions are prepared to pay, pay again and keep paying for the same licenses until they expire. And, if institutions don’t keep paying they may no longer be able to access to data or records linked to that product. Licenses also prohibit the transfer of content to other students when teachers wish to use the ubiquitous devices with a different group of students in later semesters.

More comprehensively, software licensing exempts software publishers from ALL liability under consumer protection law. There is no “product” to purchase. Not only does the "purchaser” have no rights, no requirements are placed on the publisher, nor any requirement that a program even work. And the publisher has no liability when they turn off the content or software for whatever reason, legitimate or otherwise. They can also change these and other clauses of the contract at any time. In fact, whenever software is upgraded the contract can be changed and often is, never for the benefit of the user [24].

For those educators who wish to avail themselves of their fair dealing (or fair use) rights, these licenses effectively negate them along with the right of first sale that normally allows buyers to resell their purchases [35]. The license represents a contract agreed to by the licensee to not avail themselves of their fair dealing rights or first sale rights. Contract law trumps fair dealing.

> if a library and a publisher agree in a contract that fair dealing will not apply to activities that are specified in the contract, then the contract’s provisions prevail regardless of what the Copyright Act provides. “[CARL 9]” [36] 

Contracts can even be used to extend the copyright extension from 70 years after and author’s death to an eternity [24]. One US Congressman noted her
preference for copyright as lasting “Forever less a day” [37].

VIII. GEOGRAPHICAL RESTRICTIONS

The predicament of an IPad owner in Luxembourg puts the question of geographical restrictions in a clear light. Even though he would like to legally purchase content, he cannot because it is not available in his country. He can find material on pirate sites, but he wanted to buy legally and could not. Another commentator, talks about user “anger” noting that geographical restrictions using DRM are “the most pressing issue” [38]. Google’s “Geographical Constraint” error message along with YouTube’s “This video is not available in your country” are notorious examples of this, when users get an error message when they attempt to download books or videos that are not licensed in their country. For instructors, of course a legal purchase is mandatory, so in many countries they are effectively excluded from using vast amounts of relevant content [39]. For borderless online courses from institutions that deliver lessons to many different countries, the restrictions effectively prevent them from using this content. The copyright owners are encouraging piracy through these geographical controls that prohibit legitimate uses.

IX. CONCLUSION

There is an ebook users’ bill of rights that is relevant for supporting the growth of ubiquitous learning [38]. These rights include the right to use content under licenses that favor access over proprietary limitations on any technological platform of the users’ choice. Portability should be paramount. This includes rights to highlight, annotate, print, and share content within the spirit of fair use and copyright. Other rights include the right to receive a file that is not locked or crippled and subject to recall by the publisher; the right to convert files to different formats for use on a variety of devices and computer platforms [40] or as Kroszer notes “trouble free and device agnostic” [29]. An essential right for ubiquitous learning would be that of allowing other users to access content either for shared learning or for future use by additional classes.

OER, by definition have minimal if any restrictions. They are technologically neutral, transmittable on different platforms and when built using commonly accepted or open software conforming to international interoperability standards, can be transported with little effort or concern by the users.
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